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AGW COMPLETION REPORT

1.0 Introduction

This document dermonstrates that the intent of the TMI.2 program to disposo of
Accident Generated Water (AGW) by evaporation has been completed and ,no
continuing unique limitations should be imposed on the processing and disposal
of residual water.'

1. 1 Background

The TMI-2 accident resulted in the radioactive contamination of large volumes
of water. Direct releases of reactor coolant during the accident filled the Reactor
Building basemcnt to a depth of about three and one-half feet. Following the
accident, water was added to this inventory by primary coolant leakage -and
inleakage of river water through the Reactor Birilding air t-coolers. A,
Programmatic Environmental Impactv Statement (PEIS), completed .in March,
198 1, (Reference I) stated that a decision oni the ultimate dilsposal of ýthe AGW
could be deferred until after the water had been.processed. Consequently, the
NRC issued a Policy Statement on April 27, 1981 (Reference 2), which included
a requirement that any future proposal for.disposition of processed AGW shall be'
referred to the Commission and the Commission would reserve, unto itself,. thie
right of approval. This resulted in an amendment to the TMI-2 plant Technical
Specifications, which prohibited discharge of AGW without.prior NRC approval.

In accordance 'with the TMI-2 Technical Specification, AGW is defined as:,

"(a) Water that existed in the TMI-2 Auxiliary, Fuel Handling and
Containment buildings, including the primary system, as of October 16'"
1979, with the exception of water which as a result of decontamination
operations becomes commingled with non-accident-generated water such
that the commingled w'ater has a tritium content of 0.025 AtCi/ml or less.
before processing;

Although AGW evaporation is not scheduled for completion until the 3rd quarter of 1993, this document is
written from the perspective that evaporation is complete, i.e.., the tanks and system piping are drained to the levels
det.ailed in this report. GPtJ Nuclear will report to the NRC by letter when the evaporation of AGW.has been
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(b) Water that has a total activity of greater than one ytCi/ml prior to
processing except where such water is originally non-accident water and
becomes contaminated by use In cleanup;

(c) Water that contains greater than 0.025 J.Ci/ml of tritium before
processing."

EPICOR II began processing of AGW from the Auxiliary Building in October,
1979. Processing of AGW from the Reactor Building using the Submerged
Demitcralizer System (SDS) was initiated in mid-1981. Since 1979, the total
inventory of AGW increased to approximately 2.3 million gallons rdue to
continued additions as a result of defueling and decontamination activities,
condensation from the Reactor Building air coolers, rain and ground water
inlcakage and leakage from systems containing demineralized water.2

In 1987, the NRC completed Supplement No. 2 to the PEIS which addressed the
disposal of AGW (Reference 3). In reviewing GPU Nuclear's proposal to dispose
of AGW by forced evaporation to the atmosphcre (References 4 and 5), the NRC
evaluated nine alternatives including long-term and short-term discharge to the
Stusquehanna River.

The NRC concluded that no alternative was clearly preferable to GPUN's
proposal for evaporation. While the quantitative estimates of potential impacts
were found to vary for some of the alternatives, the differences were not judged
to be sufficiently large to allow for either identification of a clearly preferable
aliernative or rejection of any of the 9 options evaluated. Following the
completion of a contested hearing before the Atomic Safety Licensing Board, the
NRC approved the GPU Nuclear plan to evaporate AGW (Reference 6) as an
acceptable disposal pl~n. The TMI-2 Recovery Technical Specifications were
revised to remove the prohibition on disposal of AGW and to allow disposal of
AGW in accordance with NRC approved procedures.

Prior to the initiation of AGW disposal operations, most of the AGW had been
processed to very low levels of radionuclide contamination; this AGW is
commonly referred to as processed water. Processed water was recycled for use
in cle4tnup activities and was subsequently reprocessed.

ieg.. Nticltar Service Clo~ed Cooling Waler, Dernineralize-d Water
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In January, 1991 GPU Nuclear began disposal of AGW via the Processed Water
Dkposal System (PWDS). AGW disposal was completed during 1993. The
PW\DS dispo)sed of an estimated 99% of the initial pre-processing volume of 2.3
million gallon's. The residual volume is estimated to be approximately 18,500
gallons; < I % of the pre-disposal volume,

The GPLJ Nuclear method for disposal of AGW, as approved by the NRC,
utilized a two-cycle evaporator/vaporizer system to process the water through a
closed cycle evaporator, reheat the purified distillate, and discharge the vapor to
the atmosphere. This process removed essentially all of the soluble material and
pilriculate contamination (Le., >99.9%) which was concentrated in the
evap)orator bottomns, collected and further concentrated to a dry solid that was
shippcd for disposal by burial at a commercial low level radioactive waste
facility, The remaining radioactivity, including the tritium, was released as
vapor. The effluent vapor discharge was monitored. Water that required
additional processing to reduce its radionuclide concentrations prior to disposal
was processed by ion exchange, filtration, or distillation. This pre-processing
was accomplished using the existing EPICOR II System or by operating the
CVIaporator in a closed cycle mode (i.e., no vapor release to the atmosphere), or
both.

Selectihn of evaporation as the GPU Nuclear preferred ,nethod of AGW disposal
was based in large measure on the public perception that AGW posed a unique
hazard to public health and safety because it was related to the 1979 accident at
TMNI-2. The technical merits of the various disposal options, including discharge
t,, the Susquehanna River and evaporation, and their potential environmental
impacts were judged to be comparable and were not at issue in the selection
process.

Ifaving collected and disposed of the AGW by the evaporative process to the
extent reasQnably achievable consistent with ALARA, it is now proposed that the
progranm to dispose of AGW by evaporation be considered complete and that the
residual quantities of water remaining at TNMI-2 be subject to no unique
processing or disposal restrictions. GPU Nuclear believes that the residual TMI-2
water should be disposed in accordance with the same limits and conditions
imposed on all other TMI waste water, i.e., discharged to theSusquehanna River
ii taccordance wilti existing license o•onditiown andliqtiid discharge requtirenients.
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1.2 Rqex)r1 Organization

Section 2 of this repotn discusses expected volumes, locations and isotopic content
of the residual watcr. This section also addresses the extremely small risk of
residual water discharge, to the Susquehanna River.

Section 3 sutmmarizes the evaporation process and the effort to remove and
disp)se of as much AGW as reasonably achievable from within TMI-2.

Section 4 summarizes the planned disposition of the residual watcr at TMI-2
including dilution and-discharge of some volumes and long-term, natural, in-situ
evaxpration for other volumes.

Sect ion 5 presents the conclusions reached by GPU Nuclear regarding the ultimate
termination of the AGW evaporation process and acceptability of removing any
special rcstrictions on the processing and disposal ofthe residual wator.
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2,() Residual Water Description

Whtcn AGW processing is completed, a very small amount of contaminated water
will -'r.rain in TMI-2 systems, piping and building sumps.. Essentially all of this
wate. '., t y definition", not AGW. Therefore, for the- purposes of this report,
watcr ,err aining at TMI-2 after the completion of AGW processing will be
referrvd t) as residual water for which AGW disposal requirements are not
appliciblc. The residual water is predominantly contained in the bottoms of tanks
and !w,•mps, and in piping from which additional water cannot -be removed
pra(:tiirally.

2,1 L.cali-m, Volumes and Content

Table I compares 'he locations and quantities of the residual water4 in tanks to
the inioii voluhncs of AGW reported in January, 1986. In some locations, the
final volumes are conservative estimates because of the physical configuration of
the tanh. or level instnrment inaccuracy at the near empty levels.

Tablc 2 dt'ovides the results of the system-by-system draindown to remove the
maximuri amotnt of AGW from system piping. The total estimate of residual
waer in dhe system piping is < 6550 gallons, isolated in a number of discrete
locations and very small volumes.

The residti; I water voltmes reported could not be drained because of physical or
tnechanical impediments, such as elevation, physical location or component
fai hare. ALARA considerations also prevailed'.

Calcdlationrv wtre based on known physical parameters including tank/vessel size,
comnp,nmenit capacities, water levels and pipe dimensions,

F'stim:ticd residual water volumes are based on a summation of calculated
viilutms in non~accessible componcnts/piping that could not be verified as
c-npklctely drained (e.g., small puddles of water remaining in horizontal.piping,
trnps, instrumentation lines and pump casings). It has been confirmed that most

Aindvsk, of residual whiter samples from the locations where the majority of the residual water is located, ixe..
1;4s wk 11 1111 over 95 % of the water in these Iocations does not meet the definition of AGW (Table,3).

Ilhe residuAl water volumes listed in Tables I and Table 2 are conservative estirnates based on the known
ph.w; d dimensions of the component (tank or piping) or structure (sump) and. where possible, definitivelevel

'In MoMe systems leg. tPregsurizer surge line drain), low-point drain valves were inoperable and the dose
reqynrcd to relnuir the valve and drain the residual water was not justifiable from an ALARA perspective.
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systems are not completely drained. In some cases the difference in total
calcilated water volume'versus the volume actually drained/collected was also
used as an aid in determining estimated potential residual water :remaining.

2.2 System Draining

Due to the variety of systems present in the plant, individual drain procedures
were prepared for each system or, in some cases, part of the system to be
drained. In order to ensure retricvaj and processing of the maximum available
q(Inality of AGW, existing TMI-2 plant systems containing AGW were drained
to the extent reasonably achievable by gravity draining, air blowdown and/or by
using existing or temporary pumps. Gravity draining was accomplished by
isolating systems with closed valves, opening system high point vents and then
draining the system via low drain points. Some piping was flushed with
demineralized water to maximize AGW removal.

AGW removed from system piping and tanks in the Reactor Building (RB) was
transferred to the Reactor Coolant Bleed Tanks and then sent to EPICOR II for
processing prior to evaporation. AGW in the RB basement was removed using
a submersible pump and processed through the Submerged Demineralizer System
(SDS) prior to transfer to EPICOR II for processing. When the level of water
in the R13 hasement became too low for collection by the submersible pump,
AGW was drained from the RB sump to the Auxiliary Building where it was
routed to EPICOR II via the Miscellaneous Waste Holdup Tank (MWHIT).

AGW was removed from system piping and tanks in the Auxiliary Building by
pumping directly to EPICOR II or draining the piping and tanks to the Auxiliary
Building sump. Auxiliary Building sump water was transferred to EPICOR II via
the MWIIT.

AGW was removed from system piping and tanks in the Fuel Handling Building
by either draining the piping to the Reactor Coolant Bleed Tanks in the Auxiliary
Building or direct transfer to EPICOR II or the Auxiliary Building sump.

The final estimate of the total quantity of.residual waterithat will, remain-after:the -,L

completion of AGW processing is no more than 18,500 gallons. Tihis volume is
< 1% of the AGW inventory that existed in December 1990, i.e., prior to.PWDS
operation.
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Table 3 lists the activity concentration in ,uCi/ml of the most significant
radioactive isotopes in the NWIMT, the Auxiliary Building Sump, the "A"
Concentrated Drain Tank, and the RB Sump. This table indicates only a few
locations of high activity water remain for volumes of greater than several
hundred gallons.

J3 llaiiitd Analysis

The potential hazards of the storage and future processing of residual water at
TMI-2 were reviewed. This review determined that the spill of 19,000 gallons
of processed water during a transfer of the water from the Chemical Cleaning
Building (EPICOR 11) to a release pathway for ultimate discharge to the
Susqutehanna River is considered to be a maximum plausible accident involving
the inadvertent release of residual water after the completion of AGW
evaporation. For the purposes of this analysis, the spill Is assumed to occur
during the transfer of the water from the Chemical Cleaning Building to a
discharge pathway, after the residual water has been processed. The residual
waler is assumed to be spilled onto the ground surface external to site buildings.
The radionuclide concentrations in the spilled water are assumed to be equivalent
to t hat of base case water (reference 4). A volume of 19,000,gallons was chosen
because that is the capacity of the TMI-2 MWHIT, the tank from which supply
batchcs of residual water will be transferred to the Chemical Cleaning Building
fo~r processing after tie completion of AGW evaporation. A portion of the
rcsicdual water evaporates and delivers dose to the maximally exposed individual
(MEl) via the acute inhalation pathway. The remainder of the water is absorbed
into the ground and travels via the ground to the river.

The (lose to the ME! from the postulated spill of 19,000 gallons of processed
water is bounded by previous analysis performed by the NRC of the spill of
600,0(0) gallons of processed water (referenCe 4). The NRC concluded that a
spill of 600,000 gallons (i.e.,,the volume of a Processed Water Storage Tank) of
processed AGW was bounded by the instantaneous release of the entire 2.3
million gallon volume of AGW to the Susquehanna River. NRC analysis of the
(lose resulting from the release of the entire 2.3 millon gallons of AGW to the
Susquehanna resulted in a bone dose of 3 mrem and a whole body-dose of 0.4
rn rem to the MEL. Thus, it can be concluded that the spill of" 19_,000 gal!ons0 of'
processed residual 'water 'will result in,,adose to the MEI that is a small ct'ion.

of the 10 CFR 50 Appendix I guidelines (no morethan 10 mrem to any organ and
no more than 3 mrem whole body),

A spill of processed water was chosen for this hazard analysis instead of a spill
of unprocessed RB sump water because there is no credible spill path for
unprocessed water to be released. RB sump water is the most radioactive residual
water that will remain after the completion of AGW evaporation, During the
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remainder of Mode 3 and PDMS It Is credible that residual water in the RB sump
may accumulate to a level that requires processing and disposal. RB Sump Watcr
will be drained to the Building Spray sump and then pumped to the MWHT via
the Auxiliary Building sump. The MWIHT will be the holding tank for residual.
water awaiting processing.

An uncontrolled release of unprocessed RB Sump water Is not a credible event.
Any spillage during the transfer of RB Sump water from the Reacior BuildlngZto"
the MWHT will flow into either the Building Spray sump or the Auxiliary
Building sump. Spillage that occurs during the transfer of the RB Sump water
beiween the MWIHT and the external wall of the Auxiliary Building will flow into
the Auxiliary Building sump via the floor drain system. Spillage from'the piping
between the Auxiliary Building and the Chemical Cleaning Building has been
determined by the NRC to bIy an incredible event (References 11 and 12) because
the supply pipe from the MWHT to the Chemical Cleaning Building -islenclosed
by a 4" guard pipe which is embedded in concrete. A spill of unprocessed.hB
Sutmp water from the Chemical Cleaning Building to the external ground is not
a credible event because the Chemical Cleaning Building was constructed as a
concrete "bathtub" capable of retaining the :entire contents of the 2 storage tanks
(approximate total volume of 200,000 gallons) located within ,the building.
Therefore, the only credible release of residual water as a result of processing and
handling could occur when processed water Is transrerred from the Chemical
Cleaning Building to a release pathway.
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3.0 Evapxoration Program

An estimated 2.3 million gallons of processed TMI-2 AGW accumulated by the
end of the TMI-2 Clean Up Program in 1990 (Reference 6). The AGW required
dispxosition in accordance with TMI-2 Recovery Technical Specification 3.9.13.
Prior NRC approval of the disposal of this water by evaporation was required and
received (Reference 7). As stated in section 1 of this report, AGW disposal via
the Processed Water Disposal System (PWDS) was initiated in January, 1991.

3, I Process Summary

The PWDS disposed of the AGW via a two-stage evaporation process. The
WIWDS consists of: (1) a vapor recompression distillation unit (main evaporator)

that distilled the processed water In a closed cycle and collected the purified
distillate for subsequent relcase by vaporization; (2) an auxiliary evaporator: that
furthcr concentrated the bottoms from the main evaporator; (3) a flash vaporizer
unit that heated and vaporized the purified distillate from the main evaporator and
released the vapor to the atmosphere in a controlled and monitored manner; (4)
a waste dryer that further evaporated water from the concentrated waste and
produced a dry solid; and (5) a packaging system that prepared the dry solid
waste in containers acceptable for shipment and burial in a commercial low level
radlioactive waste disposal site.

The influent quality was controlled to ensure effluent limits were achieved. The
purified distillate released to the environment via the vaporizer contained a level
of radioactive contaminants which did not exceed 1/1000 of the concentration of
dissolved radioactive contaminants in "Base Case" water (see Reference 6). The
level of contaminants released in the vapor also was maintained sufflcicntly low
to ensure minimal environmental impact.

At least 99.9 percent of the dissolved radioactive contaminants contained" in the
base case evaporator influent were 'ollected as dry solid waste. This waste was
packaged onsite and transported for burial in a commercial radioactive waste
disposal facility. The waste form was suitable for transportation and burial in
accordance with the federal Department of Transportation,and NRC .regulations,
GP1tN chose -to process -the waste -io a form that met the tanspritation
reqmuirernents for Low Specific Activity (LSA) radioactive material. In addition,
it conformed to the burial requirements for Class A waste. In general, LSA and
Class A waste forms constitute the lowest level of radioactive waste material
which originates from commercial nuclear power plants and is regulated for
purpxoses of transportation and disposal.
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At the outset, the PWDS disposed of. witer stoted In varioua tanks In the plant.
Most of the water disposed by the PWDS was processed.through :the Submcrged
Demineralizer System (SDS) and/or EPTCOR •l ,prior to, PWDS processing.,
Some of the 2.3 million gallon inventory (e.g, tho AGW In the ReactorCoolant
System) required additional preprocessing before being disposed :by the
cvapxoralor. This water was processed by the PWDS in the closed cycle
decoupled mode" prior to being processed and disposed by the PWDS in -a
coupled mode. In all cases, the PWDS was operated in a manner such that the
PEIS projections (Reference 4) of environmental impact were not exceeded.

3.2 Water Processed

The evaporation process was used to process and dispose of >99% of the 2.3.
million gallons of AGW. Thc residual water, estimated volume of 18,500 gallons
(see Tables I and 2), is dirtributed in numerous locations with no single location
containing as much as 6,000 gallons.

3.3 Residual Water

While all reasonable efforts have been expended to collect and dispose of AGW,
soeic residual water remains in tanks andpiping volumes (Tables I and 2). In
specific cases, additional effort was undertaken to open systems by removing
components or by wet vacuuming where practical and consistent with sound
ALARA practice. However, in many cases it was not considered AIARA to
attempt to enter high radiation areas to gain access to additional small quantities
in tanks and pipes, especially in the Reactor Building. For these reasons, residual
water remains as described in Section 2.0.

The relatively small quantities of residual water which remain in numerous
locations throughout the TMI-2 facility do not pose any threat to health and
safety. This residual water is well contained and cannot effect the long-term
5afety and integrity of the facility, In fact, for the larget volumes of residual
water, over 8ý% is not categorized a's AGW, as defined-in Section 1.17 of the
Appendix A Technical Specifications. Because of the radiation fields and lack of
accessibility at the residual water locations, additional radiation expsures :to
workers cannot be justified for the negligible -benefit that might result: from
removal and disposition of -this .water, in :accordance 'with th -fundamental
principles of good radiation control practices, occupational exposures to radiation
should be kept as low as reasonablyachievable (ALARA). It isprudent.to forego
any activity which does not provide a benefit commensurate with occupational

'\lien the I'WI)S was operated in the closed cycle decoupled mode, the main evoporttor dlatllied the Influent
liquid which wa.x then condensed and pumped to plant storage tanks. The PWDS did not proces AGW through
the vatporizer for disposal when operated in the decoupled mode.
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exp<)sures required to complete that activity. OPU Nuclear Is convinced the point:.
has hcen reached such that further water removal and disposal as AGW is: an
activity that clearly cannot be justified because of the occupational exposures
requircd for negligible benefit.

Additional small volumes not drained include pipe runs with numerous instrument
taps; seismic pipe (i.e., welded); pipe sections in high dose areas where access
is inconsistent with sound ALARA practice; pipe sections in high contamination
areas; and systcms designed not to be drained.

Much of the AGW removed during final system draining was routed for
processing through the Auxiliary Building sump to the MWHT. Following the
completion of all AOW removal, both the MWHT and the Auxiliary Building'
sump underwent a finl", fill, recirculation and flush evolution to maximize the
removal of residual radioactivity. The residual water in each of these areas no
longer meets the criteria for AGW after the fill, recirculation and flush cycles.

After the TMI-2 accident, approximately 640,000 gallons of water flooded the RB
hasement (Reference 10). This water was pumped to the SDS Tank Farm in
S0,(MX) gallon batches using a sump pump. The Tank Farm water was processed
in the Fuel Handling Building by the SDS.

After the initial AGW volume was removed to the extent achievable from the RB
basement, the basement was partially refilled with processed water to reduce the
dose ranes on the upper elevations of the RB. The RB basement water volume
was lowered when the RCS was depressurized and transitioned from the pressure
control mode to the level control mode in preparation for defueling. Because of
safety considerations,' the RB basement water volume was maintained below
70,(X)O gallons throughout the remainder of the cleanup program. Excess water
was removed and processed by the SDS. The RB basement was drained during

l'ir. wxter level in the Auxiliary Building sump is maintained above the floor drain discharge piping
penetrations to limit the recontamination of AFHB cubicles via the floor drain ayste.n,.

'After the March, 1979 accident, the TMI-2 reactor coolant wa's mantained with a relativei)5'high i4lible
conce.ntration of 3000-5000 ppm Boron. This ensured subcriticality of the core was maintained for even the most
r•.c-lVe core dkhri% geometry. in order to be certain that, in the event an unisolahle leak occurred in the Reactor

Co(lant Sy,•tcm, the RB basement water could be safely recirculated through the Reactor Vessel, a limit of
a;pproximately 70,(X)O gallons wan plared on the RB ,baument water volume, Assuming there wa no dissolved
lxoron in the R13 basement water, an unisolable RCS leak would flow into the RB basement, mix with the basement
waiirr and we. available for reflood of the Reactor Vessel, Because the Dorsted Water Storagia Tank and the RCS
tc.getlier conlained approximrtely 460,000 gallons uf water with over 4950 ppm boron, the mixing of 70,000 gallons
of unborated water would result in a RCS boron concentration of over 4000 ppm. significantly above the 3500 ppm
posi-accident RCS boron concentration.

II
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the mid-.1990's using a submersible pump that was placed in the incore pipe
chast?. RB basement water was diluted during the summer months by the
addition of over 10,000 gallons a month of non-AGW water via condensation".
Finally in 1992, the RB basement sump was subjected to an additional draindown
via the 18" Decay Heat RB sump suction ,lines that connect to tho..RB Building
Spray suction line". An estimated residual volume of < 1,500 gallons remained
in (he RB sump after this draindown, IThe radioactivity content" of the
remaining water is listed in Table 3.

The Reactor Building sump contains the largest volume of residual water with a
significant amount of radioactivity (Table 3), The RB sump is constructed such
that the sump is divided into two chambers separated by a weir. The RB floor
drains feed into one of the chambers which, when full, overflows into the other
chamber which can be level.monitored, sampled, and drained via the Decay Heat
sump suction line to the RB Building Spray recirculation suction line.

The 1,B sump residual water is the remnant water that remains on the non-drained
side of the weir in the sump after a series of decontamination and basement water
processing evolutions that removed essentially all of the AGW. The residual
water currently in the RB sump has a tritium concentration of less than 0U025
piCi/mnl and a total activity of approximately 4 pCi/ml. Essentially all of the
water currently in the RB sump was originally non-accident water that became
contaminated as a result of cleanup operations. A comparison of the reported
concentrations of 11-3 (tritium), Cs-137 and Sr-90 in RB basement AGW
immediately after the March, 1979 accident (Reference 9), to the current
concentration of these isotopes is listed below.

nlth iraintlown left very little water on the R13 basement floor. A rough estimate of the volume of water
rentairting in the R1 basement after thim draindown including the RB sump was leas than 10,000,gallons.

"'An air ccnditioning oystem called the R13 Air Chiller System was Installed at TMI prior to the initiation of
defueling. The RB Air Chiller System was "piggy-backed" onto the RB Normal Air Cooler System. These
coinehind systcms were capable of maintaining the RB air temperature at, an ambient temperature of 65 degrees F
or IV.'ss. T'he. operation of the RB Air Chiller System resulted in a significant increase of water flowing to the RB
busenimcnt becanuse the cooler air temperatures caused the moisture in the air to condense and flow into the RB
bAse.rncnt and 10 sump, TMI-2 Liquid Radwaste Management reports (Reference# 9-and 10) indicate that Amonthly
tdllitiou of It,0(XX) gallons wax routine during chiller-operatlons. Assuming that the chillers were-operated •for

cftcctivcly 4 morlths a year from 1985 through 1991, operation or the chillers added as much as 240,000 gallons
of non -AC; W to the R1 basement.

J'he1.11 muttmp pumps (WDL1 P-2A and P-213) are in an undetermined condition. They have not been
refiurbished since the March, 1979 accident. The RB sump was drained using the Decay Heat sump:suction line
which connects to the RB Spray System recirculation suction line.

;'The auct side of the RB sump cannot be directly sampled. The reported concentrations of radioactivity are
ta',cd opon saniplt.s of water drained from the dry side of the RB sump.
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Iotope August, 1979 September, 1992

11-3 1.03 XCi/ml 0,018 14Ci/ml

Cs- 137 176.3 pCi/ml 3.2 ACi/ml

StO 2.81 p.Ci/ml 0,45 uCi/ml

The continual addition of non-AGW to the RB basement sump, via condensation
anfld (Iindown, diluted the AGW present in the sump to the extent that the tritium
concMnntration is less than 0,025 ptCi/rnl,

13
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4.0 Disposition of Residual Water

All reasonable and practical efforts have been completed consistent with sound
ALARA practiccs to cvllect and process the AGW, The residual water represents
< I % of the original volume and is distributed in small volumes throughout the
plant. No further efforts will be directed to remove and evaporate this small
amoiunt of residual water. The evaporator has been retired. The ultimate
disposition of the residual water is anticipated as follows:

,1. I Pt'riudic Dilution and Discharge

Some residual water volumes may be diluted during PDMS due to building
atmospheric condensation, rain/groundwater inleakage and limited
decontamination maintenance efforts. Liquid radwaste management systems are
Wcing maintained operable to deal with this water buildup and include both the
Rad Waste Disposal Miscellaneous Liquid System and the Sump Pump Discharge
and Drainage System, Portions of these systems are being maintained operable
to prevent localized flooding as well as to provide proper disposal of liquid
effluents.

As part of the Waste Disposal Liquid (WDL) System, portions of the
Miscellaneous Liquid System remain operational. The operational status of the
WDL provides assurance that significant quantities of liquid wastes will not
acctmuulate in an uncontrolled manner in the Auxiliary Building and Containment,
The WDI.. System achicves its objective by meeting the following criteria:

a. Existing sumps in the Auxiliary Building and Containment will be
monitored and pumped, as iequired.

h. Tie-ins to the EPIQOR II or other appropriate processing system will be
maiptained so'that accumulated liquids can be processed, as necessary.

c. Liquid storage capabilities will be maintained for accumulation of
inleakage and residual water until sufficient quantities are available for
batch processing.

d. If required during PDMS, the operable portions of TMI-2 WDL System
can receive liquids from the AFHIB, assorted equipment in-these buildings,
and from the RB sump. This system has the capability to retain ýwaste
liquids to allow for radioactive decay, sampling, filtration or transfer for
processing and/or disposal.

14



li.c•;uw a majority or plant systetns have been deaictlvatad, drained and placed Int
a iyup condition, there are a limited number of activities that can generate liquid
waste. Liquid waste in the remaining operable systems and accumulated
inleakage will be adequately handled by periodic batch processing using the
operational portions of the WDL System through EPICOR Ul or an equivalent
system; discharge will be via approved pathways In accordance'with existing
liquid release limits. This ensures minimum exposure to plant personnel and
minimizes releases to the environment in accordance with 10 CPR 20 and 10 CPR$0. Appe~ndilx 1. !

\Vatcr entering the active sumps from floor drains in some areas of the plant is
generally not contaminated. However, these sumps, within the Turbine Building,
Control B3uilding Area, Control and Service Buildings and Tendon Access
Gallery, Are equipped with recirculation and sample lines to allow sampling for
rndiotacltivity,

Monitoring of the leve!s in the various sumps by remote means and/or visual
inspections ensures that accumulated leakage is transferred for processing and
disposal in a timely marnner before sumps overflow potentially contaminated water
onito building basement floors, Sampling quantifies radioactive content and
ensures proper waste stream processing, Therefore, the various building sump
sampling and discharge capabilities ensure liquid waste streams generated during
FIPDMS are appropriately transferred for ultimate processing and disposal.

Maintaining the various building sumps operational assures that water buildup
does not cause adverse localized flooding. These sumps will contain 'water that
either mects or exceeds release criteria, Radioactive water-that exceeds rclease
criteria will he roiuted for processing, then rem-sampled and analyzed, Processed
water that meets release criteria will be discharged via approved pathways,
Water that meets release criteria and does not require processing will be routed
to the IWTS and released in accordance with 10 CFR 20 and NPDES regulations
vial approved pathways.

• 1.2 In-Sitl] Evaporation

The majority of the remaining locations containing the residual water described
in Section 2..1 will not :be -accessed during PDMS; some ýof that,, water: 'w'l I',,
evaporate by nattural processes. The off-site dose consequences are considered
inconsequential because the residual water is less than I % of the original volume
which w;is forcibly evaporated. In addition, the majority of the radioactivity in
(he residual water will be left behind after natural evaporation occurs, much like
salt is left when seawater evaporates.
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5.0 Conclusion:,

The vast majority of AGW has becn disposed by evaporation in accordance with
the Tmi-2 Recovery Technical Specifications, The evaporaton processz was
selected by GPU Nuclear from among -several cenvi ron mental ly. :safe, opti ons,
including discharge to thc Susquchanna River, 'in order to minimize the public
react ion based onl a percept Ion of thia existence or a tinlquc hazard assoclated with
AGW, Over 99% of the AGW has been disposed of; the intcnt of the GPU
Nuclear proposal to evaporate the AGW has been met within the limits of
rcasonablencss, practicality and ALARA. However, GPU Nuclear is faced with
Manamgement of a smiall volume of residual water that cannot be recovered and
evaporaited practically wilhout unwarranted occupatitmaal dorc and unreasonable
e ffoui.,

The small amount of residual water remaining at TMI-2, less than I % of thle
Original volume, poses n o signiricant impact iii terms of offsite radiological
exposure, i.e., the worst case offsite release is estimated at less than! the annual
10 CFR 50 Appendix I limits for radiation exposure to any organ or~to the whole
body. GPU Nuclear has pursued every reasonable course in disposing of the bulk
of the AGW, reducing residual water volumes to < 6j00O gallons in any -single
location. It is, therefore, concluded that no further effort to collect and evaporate
or segregate thle residual wate~r is warranted. The remaining locations and
volumes of rcsidual walter can be managed In necordance with the normnal
provision~s for liquid waste discharge at *TMI without preserving any unique
rCeItirements for disposal.

AGW disposal is completei The informalion presented in this report, provides
ihe basis for concluding that the purpose of the AGW disposal program (i.e.,
collection and disposal to the extent reasonably achievable consistent with sound
AIARA practices) has been met, Further, It is concluded that deletion of
Recovery Technical Speciflication 3,9,13, which ustablishes the unique effluent
limrits for AGW, is apropriate. In summary, GPU Nuclear has concluded thiat
it is not appropriate to continue the special processing and disposal of residual
TMI-2 waste water or to require unique limitations and conditions for its
discharge, Residual water at TMI-2 should lx processed and discharged In a
manner consistent with existing liquid discharge limits and regulations for TMI..
Thus, Sections 1.17, 3.9..13 and .3/4.9.113-'should be- deleted frn m:,'the M 2TM-
Recovery Technical Specifizations.
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TABLE I
TANK DF-SCRIIP`'ON, INITIAL AND FINAL WATER VOLUME

NSl (1kl~ A(! FI

C(T I''"l A

RCHT-A

C~ C .1I~ 1

('XI ) ,T
WDLVT I Ii

\YI-T I A-)

S DS'T.- IA

N.S)ST-A3

I'rwets4eA Witer Strage 'Tank No. I
P'ro,-mtd Water Stornge T'ank No, 2
Itorated Water Storage Tank
'A' Spent Fuel Pool
"B" Spent Fuel Pool
"A" Condensate Storage Tank
Iq:uelTrintif'or Csin~l

keacrlor (CoolAnt Sybtem (11V,
A&[ Steam 0eneratorm, Tremturizcr)

Repct(r lilldg, (Containment) Sump/Overflow
"A" R-"actor Coolant Bleed Holdup Tank
"11" Rector Coolant Bleed Holdup Tank
"C" Reactor Coolant Bleed Holdup Tank
mWI)S inf,/Eff, (aPiCoR Orffrf-pe) 'rank

HI'ICOR Receiving Tank
Nfi!ccllaneouis Waste Holdup Tank
*A' hvliornmor Condensate 'Test 'lank
"it" kivporator Condenate Test Tank
'A" Neutralizer Tank
*fl Neutralizer Tank
'A" Contamintated Drain Tank
.iB Contaminated Drain Tank
Auxiliary/luel Handling Building Sump
Chemical Cleaning Bldg. (EPICOR 11) Sump
'A' SDS Monitor Tank
'"1" S1)S Monitor Tank
Micellaneotus Reactor Building Storage
C"oncentrated Waste Storage Tan.'
"A* Spent Resin Storage T'ank
"B3 Spent Resin Storage Tank

01/I01/!8!6
VOLiUMIU

109,(X)0
480,000
459,000
205,000
242,000
102,000
59,(XX)
67,000

43,000
3,800
4,400
57,000
21 ,(XX)
17.000
3,700
5,6(X)
2,200
8,700
8,600
1,900
800

5,900
1, 10

400
500

16,000
6,500
900
300

1,932,900"

Y'lN AL
VOLUM111

LQAL.Laý

0
0

150
0
0
0
0

200

1,400
0
0
0
0
0

3,00X0
0
0
0
0

1,000
0

6,000
200
0
0

.0
0
0
0

11,950l'4X0 AGW VOLUME

"'VoIlumeis !ited are estimates and are representative of the tanks/vessels only. Residual water volumes in
1S,,csiatc.N sy.tem piping, instnrment lines, etc, are provided in Table 2. Tanks listed as having "0" gallons of
rcs.idutal waner are either empty or have only a very small amount of wntcr.

'l'he vol•mec of A(;%%' increased from the 1986 volume of 1,932,900 gallons to 2,300,000 gallons by January,
I'),) (HReference 11) when the PWDS began operation. The additional water was generated as a result of defueling

AT.d decon tit minat;)'n activities and condensation from the Reactor Building air coolers.
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TAIIiJl

EýSTIIMATED RESIDUAL WATER INVENTORY
IN SYSTEM PIPING FOLLOWING DRAINING

•yS I~l~b,| IMM•DAL WAMEIR"•

(GALLONS)

Re.actor Coolant System (RCS) <800
l.)c-ay Huat Removal System (1)H) < 1200
C(Ir. lFlood System ((I;) <4W0
,S.aIrI•p Reriotr C(oolant & lhirifalion Systern (MIt)) < 3()
S,'1;1 i1!1 (Cooling System (SF) < 320
)¼'1ti,,r llhiillint Spiriy Sysem (11i.) <70
l( stiw'sIte ID)i.,41vtAl RHc.latr ('m)ulnni l.lquld System (WDI) <380
R(;,J watte lis)pomai Miicellaneous Liquid System (WDL) < 1150
RIadits'.e D)isposal Reactor Coolant Leakage Recovery System (WDL) <370
(,heiniciil Addition System (CA) <30
.Samnpling Nuclear Sys•em (SN) < 15
h(-fuclin. Water Cleanup Reactor Veasel Cleanup System (DWI'/RV) <200
Ii~hfelintg Witter Cleanup Purl Transfer Canal/Spent Fuel Pool Cleanup (1)WC-FTC/SFP) <240
Pro,'cscd Water Storage and Recycle System (PW) <20M
'Sludge Tran.sfer System (STS) < 10
Radwaitse Disix)sal Solid System (WDS) <60
Auxiliary lHuilding fimergency liquid Cleanup System (ALC) < 125
'Tm.•liinrnr' Nuclear Snmpling Symlem (SNS) < Is
.Stiitergesl II)erninernlizer System (SDS) < 80
Hadall,,eiDl I )i,.po1,l (;n (WID;) <5
l{cActiir ('muannt l'ump Oil Shield Dirain Ta'nks < 500

mI )tA F(Wtl SYSTIM II1)IN(; < (,50

"te,,idua• waiter estimates were consorvalively determined using known physical parameters including water
IaveP, piping, i.netrictI, known capacities and measured volumes drained from systems, When the quantity of
wnter in piping could not I* determined prior to dra•ning, the piping was assumed to be full, The volume of water
rerported i% the dilerence etween the estimated volume prior to draining and the amount drained.



TABLE 3

Activj iri .)rnc7r.:3;i n for R.tW'X.RJtr Stora• :-- Lcxý3aion

Location 1 4'ýQ Sr' Sb; Cs" CSy juE-"- Gross AN, eidua l

RB SuW'np 1SE-2 3~-TE 4.5 E-I <6.2E-3 _-_I2E-2 f3. 2E-0 <T-93E-3 < S.OE-S 1400

VWT I6-1E -2 9 1i3-S (.13E-1- < 8ý68E4 6.21 E4 1-91E-1 < 9-;E-5 < 9.57F 3000

Aux. Bldg- 1. 621E-2 9A i-6 6.13E-7 <SASSE-4 6.21E-4 1.91 E- I <1.4-E~-5 <9.57E-o 6000I
Contaminated 9 85E-3 2.4.SE-6 N 1A < 5.94-E-6
Drain Tank

'A' t

Note: All units for isvtx~pc activity'. im-Im~fing gross alpha. are in JLCiprnl.

1.55E-6 5.29E-4 <9_09E-7 N/A 1000

I .

Water volume is In gallons.

'6 RB sump water rAfioactivity is im•ried from a sample taken June 25. 1992 from the RB sump water izzined to the "C" Res-wir Coolant Bleed Hokiup

Tank via the MWHT.

"•TlI-2 Sample Anaiysis Summaty Se dated April 11, 1993 from sample taken on April 9. 1993 freun MWHT.

"'Based on MWIVHT sample taken am Arril 9, 1993 after MWHT recrivoc! trnsfer from Auxiliary Buici sump-

'Based on WDL-TI1A sample taken ca June 25, 1993.
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